
There are plenty of boots on the market to choose from so 

removing shoes and using boots is now easier than ever.  There 

will never be one boot that will suit every horse so it’s good to 

have options.  Here are 3 brands and 10 styles that are available 

to purchase on-line at www.horsefx.com.au. 

Simple & Trek Regular - same 
length and width 

Sport  & Trek Slim - 5mm 
slimmer in width 

Hoof Length in mm 

0 102 - 109mm 

1 110 - 117mm 

2 118 - 125mm 

3 126 - 133mm 

4 134 - 141mm 

5 142 - 149mm 

6 150 - 157mm 

Cavallo Hoof Boots have been on many adventures and trail rides, offering good sole 
protection.  They are faithful, easy to put on and comfortable for your horse. These 
boots will suit hooves where the width and length is no more than two sizes different 
(you will need the larger size).  The sizes already allow for some growth and there are 4 
styles:- 
Simple Boot: made of leather and durable sole. A left and right boot. 
Sport Boot: made of durable denier with a leather collar. A left and right boot. 
Trek Regular Boot: Same sole as the Simple boot.  Same in length as in width 
Trek Slim Boot:  Same sole as the Sport boot so 5mm narrower in width. 
Trek boots are sold singularly and there is no left or right, and have a lower profile 
than the Sport or the Simple.  Both styles have a soft foam collar and Pro Mesh upper 
optimising strength and minimising weight.  Each Trek boot comes with a spare strap. 

    

Simple Boots  
sold in pairs 
$220 a pair 

Trek Regular 
Sold individually 

$125 a boot 
($250 pair) 

Sport Boots  
sold in pairs 
$220 a pair 

Trek Slim Boots  
Sold individually  

$125 a boot 
($250 pair) 

Gel pads $27.50 pair | Pastern Wraps $27.50 pair | Studs $22 pack of 12 

 

Size 

Ultimate & All Terrain 
Hoof Length/width (mm) 

7 66 - 75 / 70 

8 76 - 85 / 80 

9 86 - 95 / 90 

10 96 - 105 / 100 

11 106 - 115 / 110 

12 116 - 125 / 120 

13 126 - 135 / 130 

13 Slim 126 -135 / 124 

14 136 - 145 / 140 

14 Slim 136 - 145 / 134 

15 146 - 155 / 150 

16 156 - 165 / 160 

  
 
 
 
 
$130 each ($260 pair) 

The Ultimate boot  comes in a tiny size 7 up to a 
whopping size 16.  This boot has combined features 
of both the original Ultra and Performance.   
It is secured with Velcro.  Sold individually with no 
left or right boot.  Also available with red panels.  
Slim models being released through 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 

$145 each ($290 pair) 

The All Terrain has all the features of 
the Ultimate boot above, with a 
thicker sole base to give grip on all 
surfaces 

 
The Original Jogging Shoe, the Ultra, and the 
Performance are also still available. In sizes 
10 to 15.  Sold in pairs $240.00  

All boots will benefit from being 
washed / cleaned and dried in the shade 

after use 

Pauline@horsefx.com.au | 0407 863 575 

Prices include GST and are applicable as at  
July 2015 and can change without notice. 

Flat rate of $18 for 1 or 20 pairs of boots to 
anywhere in Australia (postage free on Scoot Boots) 

$34 
70gm 

Treatment for thrush, 
greasy heel, rain scald, 
proud flesh and minor 
wounds and scratches. 

Horsecrocz 
 
 
 

  
 

Hoof protection for bandages 
and poulticing for paddock 

turn out– not for riding 
Measure with bandages:- 

Small 90mm-125mm 
Medium 115mm-140mm 

Large 140mm-205mm 

$45-$50 



Hoof Boots….Why? 
       .... Why not! 

Viper Boots 
$160 each 
($320 pair) 

Length X Width  in mm 

120 x 110 

125 x 115 

125 x 120 

125 x 125 

130 x 120 

135 x 125 

135 x 130 

135 x 135 

140 x 130 

140 x 135 

140 x 140 

5 Colours:- Black Knight;  
Arizona Copper; Dragon Fire 
Red, Cosmic Fluro Orange;  

Emerald Fluro Green;  
Studs and Gel pads can not be 

fitted to Vipers (this may 
change in the future) 

Renegade Boots 
$150 each boot 

($300 pair) 
Gel lining $30 pair 

Studs $35 pair 
Length X Width  in mm 

Length can be shortened by up to 10mm 

00 120 x 108 

0 127 x 116 

1 134 x 121 

2 140 x 127 

2w 140 x 133 

2ww 140 x 140 

4ww 152 x 152 

8 Colours:- Black Knight; Dragon Fire 
Red; Sport Orange; Burgundy Blitz; 

Arizona Copper; Metallic Jade; Chocco 
Latte; Yellow Gold 

Renegade and Viper hoof boots are  high performance 
boots, ideal for endurance, campdrafting or whatever 

you choose. 
The width of your horse’s hoof is what determines the 

size boot needed—the hoof width must be smaller than 
the boot width so the toe of the hoof sits in the front of 
the boot (if the hoof width stops the toe going in to the 
front of the boot you will likely experience twisting and 

possibly retention issues). 
The boot length can be cut back by up to 10mm.  To 
determine if a cut back is needed add 3-7mm to the 

hoof length measurement and take off the boot length 
given on the chart.  Excess should be cut back to avoid 
the toe of the rear hoof getting a purchase on the sole 

of the boot and pulling it off, often destroying it. 
The Viper boot has a deeper tread pattern and is lighter 
in weight making it perfect for the performance horse. 

Spare parts available such as straps, cables and linings & 
heel captivators available for both styles of boots. 

The Renegade style can also be purchased with  5mm 
Gel lining or with up to 12 studs fitted. 

Both styles sold individually to accommodate variance in 
hoof sizes. Spare set of toe  straps included with each 

pair of boots. 

Measuring the hoof:- 
If you don’t trim the hooves yourself or tidy up between 
farrier visits, then it is best to measure your horses hooves 
about 2-3 weeks after a trim if on a 4-6 week cycle.   
Width– As in figure 1 measure the hoof at the widest part 
across the hoof (usually quarters). 
Length– As in figure 2 draw an imaginary line between the 
heels from where heel buttress hits the ground and from 
there down the centre of the frog to the toe (centre front 
of the hoof). 

     Fig 1. Measure width                      Fig 2. Measure length 

Renegade Glue-ons  
$27.50 each 

Size 00 to 2ww 
Vettec Adhere $45 
Mixing Tips $1.25  

Vettec Adhere Glue Gun $95 
In 8 Renegade colours  
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Prices include GST and are applicable as at July 2015 and can change without notice 

The NEWEST boot on the 
market!  Invented by an 
Australian for Australian 

conditions and sold world 
wide.  No Velcro, no cables and 
lightweight.  Will fit hooves up 

to 10mm wider than length.  
In 4 colours. 

Hooves must be naturally 
trimmed—low heels, short toe 

and minimal to no flaring. 

$242  
Includes postage 

Size Length Width Min Width Max 

0 105 95 110 

1 110 100 115 

2 115 105 120 

3 120 110 125 

4 125 115 130 

5 130 120 135 

6 135 125 140 

7 140 130 145 

8 145 135 150 


